By observation we can deduce how something, anything works (Victor Scauberger)

1. You can only control that which you create. (Create a child)

2. You can not control that which you did not create. (State has no control over child)

3. All of commerce is based on Title. (Birth certificate, MSO, copyright)

4. The only true Title to anything is the MSO. (Geneses 1 verse 1)

5. When you register anything anywhere you give up Title. (Car, Child, vote)

6. There is no Money/ (there is no Spoon). (Only credit in circulation Public, and private)

7. There is no involuntary Servitude. (Amistad, Joseph)

8. First in line is first in time. (Recorded into public record at county)

9. Do not interfere with commerce.

10. Allow nothing to come between you and your Creator. (Eliminating paganism)

(Examples) A. My Divorce B. Biker Billy Lane C speeding with MCO Applying these rules can help us to understand and even master commerce.

A. Commerce as we know it began in Babylon; we see how commerce began with Daniel’s interpretation of king Nebuchadnezzar’s dream

B. The dream is about a body and the body is clad in various metals from head to toe, each metal represents a civilization from Babylon to present, the important part of the dream is the body, or corp.

C. The body has to do with all of commerce as we know it, Corporations are dead bodies. I can just picture reptiles like komodo dragons, all fighting each other for a bigger piece of the body. Commercial rules are in Probate because dead bodies, dead corporations are all in probate. (All commercial contracts are in Probate (except) a will is the only commercial agreement that survives death)

The reptile mind creates an illusion of a shortage and sells the solution at an exorbitant price. David Icke – “getting living beings to worship corps is a bonus”.

D. How many people have an interest in Real estate? Homeowners, Renters? Give examples of selling an interest in real estate. “New York apartments”

E. Here is how the rules of commerce in probate apply to Real estate the buying and selling of interests in Land begins with a landing, and then a survey, and finally a selling of an interests in the survey, and never has anything to do with the Earth.
F. A commercial transaction in real estate begins with an offer to buy, then next is a purchase and sale agreement. For most of us this leads to a “Lender” who is allegedly going to loan us public credit to satisfy our obligation, created by the signature on the purchase and sale agreement.

G. Your signature creates all of the energy, is the pen really mightier than the sword?

H. There is no requirement to use public credit, or a lender/servicer. You can always use your private credit and anyone trying to force you to do business with a third party in order to do business with them is in violation of RICO. – *Racketeering in Collusion Operation*

I. For those who have a mortgage, deed of trust lets see what this contract says.

J. If you are conveying your fee simple interest at closing, when, and how did you acquire this interest? Answer: With the signature on the promissory note you discharged/settled the indebtedness that was created with the signature on the purchase and sale agreement. (Notice how your signature does everything)

K. You can conduct all of your commerce privately with just your signature.

L. Private commerce in real estate is fun, but the banks/courts are even more fun.

M. You can create all of the energy that you need or want.

Let’s take a look at how I purchase REO properties with my private credit

For informational purposes only. Not giving legal advice.

1. I fined a property, I like high end bank owned or REO, and there are a lot to choose from.
2. Make an offer to buy make sure that you do not offer earnest money because of payment in like kind. Ok to offer a promissory note for full or partial amount.
3. I sign purchase and sale agreement
4. I sign a promissory note and a bond to back said note
5. I record the contract, promissory note, and bond. A quit claim deed or warranty deed is just an agreement to sell. I just purchased an REO using only my private credit.

Wake up every morning and see how you can create more love and positive energy.
When we wake up and plan and scheme and desire to get more FRNs, all we end up with is more debt because we are creators and may create everything that we envision.

By Josh.